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Another PowerPoint?!?

Whether it is a lecture on hyponatremia or handwashing we have come to rely heavily on the use of PowerPoint in medical education. With lecture after lecture delivered in a very similar format we run the risk of losing people’s attention. One tool to “shake things up” during a presentation is the use of audience response software (ARS). These are programs like Poll Everywhere and Slido which allow presenters to engage with audience members via live polls, quizzes, Q&A’s or surveys. Multiple studies have demonstrated both improved learner engagement (Hatch et al, 2006) and performance (Benson et al, 2017).

How do I incorporate it into my next didactic presentation??

• If you have a Tufts appointment with a Tufts email you can access their Poll Everywhere https://access.tufts.edu/poll-everywhere

• Otherwise you can use Forms, one of Maine Health’s included Microsoft apps (found on the MH Intranet)

Creating a poll in Microsoft Forms

1. Sign in to Microsoft Forms
2. Click New Form
3. Click on Untitled Form
4. Add a description for your poll
5. Click + Add New
6. Select the question type
7. Type in your poll question
8. Type in the predefined answers in the Option fields
9. Click Preview
10. Click the More Form Settings
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11. Click Collect responses
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